Figurative Language Terms

point of view  narrator  symbolism  denotation
connotation  end rhyme  rhyme  antagonist
protagonist  foreshadowing  conflict  tone
mood  theme  setting  exposition
rising action  plot  climax  imagery
Oxymoron  Pun  Personification  Adjective
Hyperbole  Onomatopoeia  interal rhyme  alliteration
metaphor

Onomatopoeia  Hyperbole  Personification  Adjective
Metaphor  Oxymoron  Interallation  Theme
Rhythm  Rhyme  Antagonist  Foreshadowing
Exposition  Imagery  Presentation  Theme

climax  foreshadowing  theme  setting

Oxymoron  Metaphor  Onomatopoeia  Alliteration
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